Simultaneous inference after model selection is of critical importance to address scientific hypotheses involving a set of parameters. In this paper, we consider high-dimensional linear regression model in which a regularization procedure such as LASSO is applied to yield a sparse model. To establish a simultaneous post-model selection inference, we propose a method of contraction and expansion (MOCE) along the line of debiasing estimation that enables us to balance the bias-and-variance trade-off so that the super-sparsity assumption may be relaxed. We establish key theoretical results for the proposed MOCE procedure from which the expanded model can be selected with theoretical guarantees and simultaneous confidence regions can be constructed by the joint asymptotic normal distribution. In comparison with existing methods, our proposed method exhibits stable and reliable coverage at a nominal significance level with substantially less computational burden, and thus it is trustworthy for its application in solving real-world problems.
Introduction.
We consider the linear model with a response vector y = (y 1 , ..., y n ) T and an n × p design matrix X,
where β * = (β * 1 , · · · , β * p ) T ∈ R p denotes a p-dimensional vector of unknown true regression coefficients, and = ( 1 , . . . , n ) T is an n-dimensional vector of i.i.d. random errors with mean zero and variance σ 2 I n , where I n is the n × n identity matrix. All columns in X are normalized to have mean zero and 2 -norm 1. The sample covariance matrix of p predictors and its corresponding population covariance matrix are denoted by S = 1 n X T X and Σ, respectively. Let A = {j : β * j = 0, j = 1, . . . , p} be the support of β * with cardinality a = |A|. In this paper, assuming p → ∞ as n → ∞, we focus on simultaneous statistical inferences on a certain parameter subset of β * when p n.
Arguably, in the setting of p n, a simultaneous inference for the entire set of p parameters, i.e. β * , is generally not tractable due to the issue of model identification. A key assumption widely adopted in the current literature to facilitate statistical inference is the sparsity of β * , namely a n, in addition to regularity conditions on the design matrix; see for example [16, 24, 27] , among others. The sparsity assumption of the true signals necessitates variable selection, which has been extensively studied in the past two decades or so. Being one of the most celebrated variable selection methods, Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) [23] has gained great popularity in both theory and applications. Specifically, a LASSO estimator is obtained by minimizing the following penalized objective function:
where · 1 is the 1 -norm of a vector and λ > 0 is the tuning parameter. Based on this LASSO estimator,β λ , given in (1.2), statistical inferences for parameters in β * in the aspects of hypothesis test and confidence region construction have recently received a surge of attention in the literature because statistical inference has been always playing a central role in the statistical theory and providing one of the most effective ways for the transition of data to knowledge.
Some progresses in post-model selection inferences have been reported in the literature. The method LASSO+mLS proposed in [15] first performs LASSO model selection and then draws statistical inferences based on the selected model. This approach requires model selection consistency and some incoherence conditions on the design matrix [28, 19, 6] . Inference procedures built upon those conditions have been noted as being impractical and exhibited poor performances due to the lack of uniform validity of inferential precedures over sequences of models; see for example, [14, 8] .
To overcome the reliance on the oracle asymptotic distribution in inference, many solutions have been proposed in recent years. Among those, three methods are so far known for a valid post-model selection inference. (i) The first kind is sample splitting method [25, 18, 17] and resampling method [20] . A key drawback of the sample splitting method is its requirement of the beta-min assumption, while the resampling approach entails a strong restrictive exchangeability condition on the design matrix. (ii) The second kind is group inference proposed in [16] . Unfortunately, this approach fails to show desirable power to detect individual signals, and thus it is not useful in practical studies. (iii) The third kind is low-dimensional projection (LDP) [27, 24, 12] . Such inferential method is rooted in a seminal idea of debiasing, resulting from the use of penalized objective function that causes estimation shrinkage. This method will be adopted in this paper for a new paradigm of post-model selection inference. Following the debiasing approach proposed by [27] , [7] investigates both adaptivity and minimax rate of the debiasing estimation, which provides useful insights on the rate of model contraction and expansion considered in this paper. Specifically, an LDP estimator,b, takes a debiasing step under an operation of this form:b =β λ + 1 nΘ X T (y − Xβ λ ), whereΘ is a sparse estimate of precision matrix Σ −1 . When matrixΘ is properly constructed with a well-controlled behavior, the bias term, ∆ = √ n(ΘS − I p )(β − β * ), would become asymptotically negligible. In this case, statistical inference can be conducted using the debiased estimatorb. It is known that obtaining a desirableΘ is not a trivial task due to the singularity of sample covariance S. For examples, [24] proposes to use node-wise LASSO to getΘ, while [12] adopts a convex optimization algorithm to obtainΘ. It is worth noting that these existing approaches are computationally burdensome, and require extra regularity conditions to ensure the estimated sparseΘ to be feasible and stable. In the setting of the LDP estimator, [26] proposes a bootstrap-based simultaneous inference for a group, say G, of parameters in β * via the distribution of quantity max j∈G √ n|b j −β * j |, where the bootstrap resampling, unfortunately, demands much more computational power than a regular LDP estimator based on the node-wise LASSO estimationΘ.
Overcoming the excessive computational cost on acquiringΘ motivates us to consider a ridge type of approximation to the precision matrix Σ −1 , in a similar spirit to the approach proposed by Ledoit and Wolf [13] for estimation of a high-dimensional covariance matrix. Note that the LASSO estimatorβ λ satisfies the following Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition:
where κ = (κ 1 , · · · , κ p ) T is the subdifferential of β λ 1 whose jth component is κ j = 1 ifβ λ,j > 0, κ j = −1 ifβ λ,j < 0, and
We propose to add a term τ (β λ − β * ), and then multiplyΣ −1 τ on the both sides of (1.3), leading to an equivalent expression of (1.3),
whereβ λ + λΣ −1 τ κ is the debiasing estimator, andΣ τ = S + τ is a ridgetype sample covariance matrix. It is easy to see that on the basis of (1.4), establishing a valid inference on β * becomes straightforward ifΣ τ is nonsingular and bias termΣ −1 τ τ (β λ − β * ) may be asymptotically negligible under a properly tuned matrix τ . The associated technical treatments are of theoretical interest but methodologically challenging. To address such challenges, in this paper, we propose a new approach, termed as Method of Contraction and Expansion (MOCE).
Our solution based on the proposed MOCE offers a practically feasible way to perform a valid simultaneous post-model selection inference in which the ridge type matrix τ is properly tuned to establish desirable theoretical guarantees. As seen later in the paper, the ridge matrix τ plays a key role in determining the length of confidence interval, which can vary according to signal strengths. That is, MOCE is able to provide a wider confidence interval which is deemed for a strong signal to achieve a proper coverage, while a shorter one for a null signal. This is because a null signal is known with zero coefficient (i.e., no need for estimation once being identified), whereas a nonnull signal is only known with non-zero coefficient, which needs to be further estimated in order to construct its confidence interval, and thus incurs extra variability in inference. Specifically, MOCE takes on an expanded modelÃ that is enlarged from an initially selected model, in the hope that the bigger model may include most of "weak" signals which will be handled together with strong signals in inference. In this way, weak signals that have nonzero coefficients are separated from null signals that have zero coefficients. Technically, we attempt to build an expanded model big enough so that it is able to cover both strong signals and most, if not all, of weak signals under some mild regularity conditions. Implementing the idea of model expansion is practically feasible; for example, the LASSO method allows us not only to identify strong signals, but also to rank predictors in a descending order via their solution paths. With a given expanded model, MOCE modifies the original KKT condition accordingly, where the precision matrix Σ −1 is estimated by (S + τ ) −1 . Under the sparsity assumption a = o(n/ log p) and some additional mild conditions, the bias term in (1.4) vanishes asymptotically with a proper rate, and consequently confidence region for a set of regression parameters is readily constructed in the paradigm of MOCE. This paper makes new contributions to the following five domains. (i) MOCE is established under weaker sparsity conditions required for valid simultaneous inference in comparison to those given in the current literature. That is, MOCE assumes the sparsity condition a = o(n/ log p), instead of the popular sup-sparsity assumption, a = o( √ n/ log p); more importantly, MOCE does not demand additional sparsity assumptions required by the node-wise LASSO to obtain sparse estimate of the precision matrix. (ii) MOCE is shown to achieve a smaller error bound in terms of mean squared error (MSE) in comparison to the seminal LDP debiasing method. In effect, MOCE estimator has the MSE rate β τ − β * 2 = O p ( ã log(ã)/n) with a being the size of the expanded model, clearly lower than O p ( ap/n), the rate of the LDP estimator. (iii) MOCE enjoys both reproducibility and numerical stability in inference because the model expansion leaves little ambiguity for post-selection inference as opposed to many existing methods based on a selected model that may vary substantially due to different tuning procedures [3] . (iv) MOCE is advantageous for its fast computation, because of the ridge-type regularization, which is known to be conceptually simple and computationally efficient. It is shown that the computational complexity of MOCE is of order O(n(p −ã) 2 ), in comparison to the order O(2np 2 ) of the LDP method. (v) MOCE enables us to construct a new simultaneous test similar to the classical Wald test for a set of parameters based on its asymptotic normal distribution. The proposed hypothesis test method is computationally superior to the bootstrap-based test [26] based on the supnorms of individual estimation errors. All these improvements above make the MOCE method ready to be applied in real-world applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces notation and Section 3 provides preliminary results that are used in the proposed MOCE method. In Section 4 we discuss in detail about MOCE and its algorithm, including computational complexity and schemes for model expansion. Section 5 concerns theoretical guarantees for MOCE, including a new simultaneous test. Through simulation experiments, Section 6 illustrates performances of MOCE, with comparison to existing methods. Section 7 contains some concluding remarks. Some lengthy technical proofs are included in the Appendix. 
Notation. For a vector
For the self-containedness, here we introduce restricted eigenvalue RE(s, k) condition and sparse eigenvalue SE(s) condition; refer to [4] for more details. For a given subset J ⊂ {1, · · · , p} and a constant k ≥ 1, define the following subspace R(J , k) in R p :
A sample covariance matrix S = 1 n X T X is said to satisfy the restricted eigenvalue RE(s, k) condition if for 1 ≤ s ≤ p and k > 0 there exists a constant φ 0 > 0 such that
A sample covariance matrix S is said to satisfy the sparse eigenvalue SE(s) condition if for any ν ∈ R p with ν 0 ≤ s it holds 3. Preliminary Results. The first regularity condition on the design matrix X is given as follows. Assumption 1. The design matrix X in the linear model (1.1) satisfies the RE(s, k) condition for k = 3 and s = a, where a is the number of non-null signals.
Assumption 1 above is routinely assumed for design matrix X in a highdimensional linear model; see for example, [4, 27] . Note that the compatibility assumption given in [24] is slightly weaker than Assumption 1.
As discussed above, when the bias termΣ −1 τ τ (β λ − β * ) in (1.4) is asymptotically negligible, the modified KKT (1.4) enables us to establish an asymptotic distribution for the proposed debiasing estimator of the form:
Lemma 3.1 below assesses both Frobenious norm and ∞-norm ofΣ −1 τ τ , a key term in the bias. This lemma suggests that when p n it is impossible to fully reduce the LASSO bias in β λ − β * [5] . Rather, in this paper, alternatively, we are able to establish an appropriate order for the ridge tuning parameters in matrixτ , with which the resultingΣ −1 τ τ is controlled at a desirable large-sample rate.
Lemma 3.1. Consider the sample covariance S = 1 n X T X. Let the ridge matrix τ = diag(τ 1 , · · · , τ p ) with τ j > 0 for j = 1, · · · , p, and τ min = min 1≤j≤p τ j and τ max = max 1≤j≤p τ j . LetΣ τ = S + τ . Then, the Frobenious norm and ∞-norm ofΣ −1 τ τ are given as follows, respectively:
Proof of Lemma 3.1 is given in Appendix A.1. According to Lemma 3.1, when p ≤ n, it is interesting to note that the ∞-norm |Σ −1 τ τ | ∞ is bounded above by . On the other hand, when p > n, its upper bound is τ max /τ min , which is always greater than or equal to 1. Hence, when p < n the bias termΣ −1 τ τ (β λ − β * ) can be controlled by an appropriately small τ , leading to a simultaneous inference on β by the means of debiasing. In contrast, the case "p > n" presents the difficulty of bias reduction forΣ −1 τ τ . Such insight motivates us to seek for an alternative solution in the framework of post-model selection inference, resulting in our proposed MOCE.
The proposed MOCE mimics the well-known physical phenomenon of thermal contraction and expansion for materials with the tuning parameter λ being an analog to temperature. Specifically, MOCE reduces LASSO estimation bias in two steps as shown in Figure 1 . In the step of contraction, LASSO selects a modelÂ, represented by the small circle in Figure 1 , which may possibly miss some signals contained in the signal set A s . In the step of expansion, MOCE enlargesÂ to form an expanded modelÃ, indicated by the large circle in Figure 1 . As a result, the signal set A s would be completely contained by the expanded modelÃ. In other words, MOCE begins The true model A is a union of As and A − As, where As denotes a signal set defined in (4.12). The small and large circles denote the LASSO selected modelÂ and the expanded modelÃ, respectively. 
with an initial modelÂ through the LASSO regularization which contains most of important signals, and then expandsÂ into a bigger modelÃ to embrace not only strong signals, but also almost all weak signals. Refer to Section 4.2 where required specific conditions and rules are discussed for the model expansion. We now introduce notations necessary for a further discussion on the step of model expansion. LetÂ = {j : |β λ,j | > 0, j = 1, · · · , p} be a LASSO selected model, whose cardinality is denoted byâ = |Â|. Here, bothÂ and a are tuning parameter λ-dependent, which is suppressed for the sake of simplicity. Similarly, letÃ be an expanded model with cardinality denoted byã = |Ã|. Given A andÃ, model expansion leads to disjoint subsets of predictors which may conveniently be presented in Table 1 by a 2-way crossclassification, respectively, for the LASSO selected modelÂ (the left table) andÂ c (the right table), the complement ofÂ. Among these subsets, two are of primary interest, namely, B f n and B tn , given as follows, respectively:
and let their cardinalities are b f n = |B f n | and b tn = |B tn |, respectively. B f n collects signals missed by expanded modelÃ (i.e., false negatives), while B tn collects all null signals that expanded modelÃ does not contain (i.e., true negatives). With expanded modelÃ, we assume that the design matrix X satisfies Assumption 2.
Assumption 2. The design matrix X in the linear model (1.1) satisfies the sparse eigenvalue SE(s) condition for s = max(ã,â).
Assumption 2 ensures that any s×s main diagonal sub-matrices of sample covariance matrix S = X T X/n has finite positive minimum and maximum singular values, which essentially requires any selected model,Â orÃ, to have well-defined Hessian matrices.
4. MOCE Method. We first introduce MOCE and then discuss its computational complexity. In particular, procedures for model expansion are discussed in detail in section 4.2.
MOCE.
Suppose an expanded modelÃ has been given. We partition a LASSO estimatorβ λ given in (
3) according to this partition, respectively, forÃ andÃ c :
It follows from (4.1) that
In regard to expanded modelÃ, the corresponding τ -matrix is anã ×ã positive diagonal matrix, denoted by τ a , and the corresponding ridge sample covariance submatrix is denoted byΣÃÃ = SÃÃ + τ a . Adding τ a (βÃ − β * Ã ) and multiplying τ a on both sides of equation (4.3), we have
where the debiasing estimatorβÃ τ a of subvector β * Ã takes the form:
and the remainder r a is given by 
where the corresponding ridge sample covariance submatrix isΣÃ cÃc = SÃ cÃc +τ c and τ c is a (p−ã)×(p−ã) matrix of positive diagonals. Plugging (4.4) and (4.5) into the above equation, we can shoŵ
whereβÃ c τ c is the debiasing estimator of subvector β * Ã c , which takes the following form:
and the associated remainder term r c is (4.9)
Now, combining the two estimators (4.5) and (4.8),
T τ c ) T , we express the proposed MOCE estimator for β * as follows,
where matrix L −1 τ is a 2 × 2 block matrix given by
In comparison to equation (3.1), in (4.10) the MOCE presents a different bias correction term, λL −1 τ κ. Consequently, the inverse matrix of L −1 τ , L τ , takes the form of
which is different from the ridge covariance matrixΣ τ = S + τ in (3.1). The fact of L −1 τ being a lower triangular matrix implies that the MOCE estimatorβÃ c τ c in (4.8) onÃ c has no impact onβÃ τ a in (4.5) onÃ.
Model expansion and size determination.
A primary purpose of model expansion is to control the uncertainty of model selection at a lower level than the sampling uncertainty. This may be achieved by some regularity conditions. Intuitively, when an expanded modelÃ is too small,Ã is likely to miss many weak signals; on the other hand, when an expanded model A is too large,Ã would include many noise signals. The size of expanded model in MOCE is critical as it pertains to a trade-off between uncertainty of model selection and efficiency of statistical inference. In this setting, the theory for the selection of tuning parameter τ a and τ c is also relevant. Donoho and Johnstone [9] show that at a hard threshold λ s+ = 2 log p/n LASSO can achieve the performance of an oracle within a factor of 2 log p in terms of mean squared error. Under the Donoho-Johnstone's order λ s+ , Zhou [29] develops a consistent thresholding procedure for variable selection. For the purpose of inference, we want to have a relatively large model to include most weak signals, so we set λ s = √ 2 log p/n. We consider a factor a * > 0 to scale the product λ s σ, defined as the smallest integer such that
Note that term λ s σ represents a compound of model selection uncertainty λ s and sampling uncertainty σ. Denote a signal set (4.12)
whose cardinality is a s = |A s |. Clearly a s ≤ a * . It is worth noting that factor a * measures the overall cumulative signal strength, while size a s of A s is the number of signals stronger than the corresponding factor λ s σ. Essentially, the set given in (4.12) is formed by the signal-to-noise ratio, where the noise arises from both model selection uncertainty λ s and sampling error uncertainty σ. Apparently, A s also contains the set of stronger signals defined by A s+ = {j : |β * j | > λ s+ σ, j = 1, . . . , p}. that is, A s+ ⊂ A s . For a given signal set A s , Assumption 3 below describes characteristics of expanded modelÃ.
Assumption
Assumption 4 is a very mild condition too, which can always be satisfied if A ⊆Ã. This assumption is imposed to protect rare occasions when an initial LASSO selection ends up with a model containing excessively many small nonzero coefficients. In this case, to proceed MOCE for inference, Assumption 4 requires to choose a relatively smallÃ which may not necessarily cover A. As stated in Assumption 3, the leakage of very weak signals is allowed by MOCE in inference.
When LASSO solution paths are monotonic in λ, we may choose a hard threshold λ a = min{1/ √â n, λ s } ≥ 1/n to directly determine the size ofÃ. The fact of λ a being smaller than λ s+ implies that more variables are included inÃ. Assumption 4 further implies that the maximum signal strength among the false negatives and true negatives is well controlled; that is,
(4.13)
In practice, the size ofÃ may be set toã = n(1 − λ a /λ max ) where λ max is the largest tuning value in LASSO solution paths at which all parameters are shrunk to zero. We first select variables contained inÃ def = {j : |β j,λa | > 0, j = 1, · · · , p}∪Â intoÃ if |Ã| <ã. Next we introduce a noise injection step to randomly selectã − Ã | predictors intoÃ from variables with zero estimates at λ s . This noise injection step eseentially helps reduce the sensitivity of the expanded model with variable selection relative to the sampling variability. It is worthy to comment that although LASSO has been the method of choice for our procedure in this paper, in fact, the proposed MOCE allows other methods to constructÃ as long as a chosen expanded modelÃ satisfies Assumptions 3 and 4. Based on above assumptions, Lemma 4.1 assesses the remainder terms r a in (4.6) and r c in (4.9) in terms of 2 -norm.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that Assumptions 1-4 hold. Assume a = o(n/ log p), λ log p/n and
Proof. By the expression of r a in (4.6), it suffices to show that three terms
where the third inequality holds from Lemma 3.1 withã < n and ρ + min (SÃÃ) being bounded from below by Assumption 2.
For term I 12 , applying (4.13) and Assumptions 2 and 4, we have
Similar to the proof of term I 12 , for term I 13 we obtain
where the last equality follows from (4.13) and β * B f n 2 2 = o p (1/n), which is shown below.
By the definition of A s we have i∈A c s (β * i ) 2 + i∈As λ 2 s σ 2 ≤ a * λ 2 s σ 2 . Using further Assumption 3, we have r a 2 = o p (1/ √ n).
Now we turn to the assessment of r c . For term I 21 , it follows from (4.13) and Lemma 3.1 that
For term I 22 r a , under τ c = O( λ max (p −ã)), r a 2 = o p (1/ √ n) and Assumption 4, we obtain
This completes the proof for order of r c 2 being o p (1/ √ n).
Computational complexity.
The dominant computational cost in MOCE is at calculating the inverse ofΣÃ cÃc with the computational complexity being of order O(n(p −ã) 2 ) under the operation of the the Sherman-Morrison formula. In the case where LASSO uses the popular coordinate descent algorithm, the associated computational complexity is of order O(2np) [10] , pertaining to iterations of all p variables under a fixed tuning parameter. Debiasing methods [24, 27] ought to run p LASSO regressions for the nodewise LASSO, in order to obtain a sparse estimate of the precision matrix. Therefore, with fixed p tuning parameters, the computational complexity of the existing methods is of order O(2np 2 ). If computational costs on selection of tuning parameters are considered, say, certain data-driven methods such as cross-validation, arguably, the associated computational complexity can elevate dramatically. This comparison suggests that MOCE has significantly lower computational burden than the existing node-wise LASSO. In the implementation of MOCE, it is noted that special forms of τ a = τ a I and τ c = τ c I work well, where τ a and τ c are two scalars. Thus, in this case where MOCE uses only two tuning parameters, MOCE is very appealing in real-world applications.
Main results.
In this section we present several key large-sample properties, including asymptotic normality (ASN) under Gaussian errors and non-Gaussian errors, useful for simultaneous inference. In Lemma 4.1, we establish respective 2 -norm bounds for error terms r a and r c under positive diagonal matrices τ a and τ c . Because of the condition (4.14), it suffices to implement MOCE with τ a = τ a I and τ c = τ c I, where τ a and τ c are two scalars. Thus, in the remaining sections, we only consider these special forms of τ a and τ c .
ASN under Gaussian errors.
Assumption 5. Error terms in model (1.1), 1 , . . . , n , are independent and identically distributed Gaussian random variables with mean zero and variance σ 2 , 0 < σ 2 < ∞.
We are interested in simultaneous inference in a parameter vector that contains at most m parameters where m is a fixed constant smaller than n. To set up the framework, we consider a p-dimensional vector d = (d 1 , . . . , d p ) T in a parameter space M m defined as follows:
Theorem 5.1. LetÃ be a size-ã expanded model satisfying Assumptions
, and λ log p/n. Then, the MOCE estimatorβ τ in (4.10) satisfies 
Proof. Combining (4.4) and (4.7) with partition
Theorem 5.1 suggests that MOCE has the following three useful properties: (i) MOCE can perform a joint inference for transformed parameter set specified by the space M m based on a relaxed assumption a = o(n/ log p), instead of a = o( √ n/ log p); (ii) MOCE avoids the "ambiguity" issue of post-selection inference [3] caused by the instability of selected models; (iii) as discussed in Section 4.3, MOCE algorithm is much faster than existing methods using the node-wise LASSO. Besides the three properties, in the following sections we also show other properties for MOCE, including (iv) smaller MSE bound than existing LDP methods; and (v) a new test for a set of parameters, different from the bootstrap test considered by [26] . AA ) when the oracle model were used in analysis. This is an important property for the variances of estimators, which should be accommodated in a valid inference. In fact, existing approaches for postmodel selection inference, including [27, 24, 26] , have not accounted for such heterogeneity in the variances. As shown in their simulation studies, variances of nonzero parameter estimators and variances of zero parameter estimators are in the same order because a single tuning process is used in the determination of tuning parameters. This also explains why existing methods have appeared to be more likely in reaching 95% coverage for zero parameters than for nonzero parameters.
The proposed MOCE estimator mitigates the above dilemma; we show that the ridge tuning matrix with different τ a and τ c parameters lead to different lengths of confidence intervals for parameters in and out expanded modelÃ. Numerically, we demonstrate that variances between estimators iñ A andÃ c appear different in their magnitudes due to the use of the second tuning process with the ridge matrices. In theory, Corollary 5.1 shows that in MOCE estimation,βÃ τ a always has a larger variance thanβÃ c τ c . The lower bound of var(βÃ τ a ) is at the order O(1/ρ + min (SÃÃ)), while the upper bound of var(βÃ c τ c ) is at the order O(1/ρ + max (SÃÃ)). Consequently, the resulting length of confidence interval differs between parameters inÃ andÃ c . To present Corollary 5.1, let e 1 , . . . , eã ∈ R p be the standard basis vectors that span subspace Rã ⊂ R p , and similarly let e ⊥ 1 , . . . , e ⊥ p−ã ∈ R p be the standard basis for subspace R p−ã ⊂ R p .
Corollary 5.1. Under the same assumptions as those in Theorem 5.1, the minimal variance ofβÃ τ a is larger than the maximal variance ofβÃ c τ c ,
where c 1 and c 2 are two positive constants.
Proof of Corollary 5.1 is given in Appendix A.2. [7] studied the problem about constructing an adaptive confidence interval, in which the interval has its length automatically adjusted to the true sparsity of the unknown regression vector, while maintaining a pre-specified coverage probability. They showed that it is impossible to construct a confidence interval for β * i adaptive to the sparsity a with √ n/ log p ≤ a ≤ n/ log p. Our MOCE method provides valid simultaneous inferences, and the resulting confidence interval length may, or may not be optimal, which is worth further exploration. MOCE does not attempt to construct a confidence interval adaptive to the signal parsity as considered in [7] , rather adaptive to signal strengths.
ASN under non-Gaussian errors.
When errors i 's do not follow a Gaussian distribution, Theorem 5.2 shows thatβ τ still converges to a Gaussian distribution when Assumption 5 is replaced by Assumption 6. 
, and λ log p/n. Then, the MOCE estimatorβ τ in (4.10) satisfies
Proof. Following similar arguments to the proof of Theorem 5.1, we have
From Assumption 6 the Lindeberg's Condition holds because for any δ > 0, as n → ∞,
The Lindeberg Central Limit Theorem implies that to N (0, 1) .
5.4.
2 -norm error bounds. For the popular LDP method [27] , it has been shown that the debiasing estimatorβ LDP satisfies
which is higher than O p ( a log p/n), the order that LASSO achieves. Refer to Section 3.3 in [27] . Below Corollary 5.2 shows that MOCE's 2 -norm error bound is of order O p ( ã logã/n), which is lower than O p ( ap/n), the LDP's order. This improvement in the error bound is largely resulted from the fact (i.e., Corollary 5.1) that MOCE controls the variances for null signals to lower levels than those for non-null signals. Assumption 7 is required to establish such 2 -norm error bound analytically. Let = ( 1 , . . . , n ) T .
Assumption 7. The error satisfies
This assumption is widely used in the literature of high-dimensional models, see for examples [4, 21] , which can be easily verified to be true for the case of sub-Gaussian random errors. 
The proof of Corollary 5.2 is given in Appendix A.3. Note that when τ c is chosen to be large enough, the 2 -norm error bound of the MOCE estimator βÃ c τ c will be dominated by that of βÃ τ a − β * Ã 2 on the expanded model A, which is order O p ( ã logã/n).
Simultaneous test.
In this paper we consider a Wald-type test based on the distributional result of Theorem 5.1 or Theorem 5.2. Let G denote a subset of {1, . . . , p} whose cardinality |G| = g satisfying g/n → γ ∈ (0, 1). With respect to G, β * andβ τ can be partitioned accordingly as
We want to test the following hypothesis:
H 0 : β * j = 0 for all j ∈ G vs H a : β * j = 0 for at least one j ∈ G.
When the number of parameters p is fixed, a natural choice of test statistic is the classical Wald statistic, which is also known as the Hotelling's T 2 statistic in the multidimensional setting, given by
Under the null hypothesis, as n → ∞ W 1 follows asymptotically a χ 2 distribution with the degree of freedoms equal to g. When g > n,Σ GG is singular and the Hotelling's T 2 test statistic does not exist. Even when g is smaller than n but close to n,Σ GG is often inaccurate and unstable for the estimation of covariance matrix. When g/n → γ ∈ (0, 1), the empirical distribution of the eigenvalues of S spreads over the interval
. Therefore, S −1 often contains several very large eigenvalues, so Hotelling's T 2 test performs poorly, and can easily fail to control type I error under the null hypothesis.
To construct a significance test for β 0,G with a proper control of type I error, we propose a new test statistic without involving the inverse ofΣ GG , in a similar spirit to [1] where a test for the equality of mean vectors is considered in a two-sample problem. In our regression model, our proposed test statistic W bs takes the follows form:
As stated in Theorem 5.3 below, provided two extra assumptions, test statistic W bs converges in distribution to the standard normal distribution N (0, 1) under the null hypothesis. Thus, the null hypothesis is rejected if W bs is greater than 100(1 − α)% upper standard normal percentile. 6. Simulation studies. Essentially, we want to use simulations to compare our MOCE to popular LDP methods proposed by [27] for their performances on inference.
6.1. Setup. We simulate 200 datasets according to the following setup:
where σ = 2 a n , and the signal set A is formed by a randomly sampled subset of {1, · · · , p} where the a signal parameters are generated from the uniform distribution U (0.05, 0.6), while the rest of null signal parameters are all set at 0. Each row of the design matrix X is simulated by a p-variate normal distribution N (0, 0.5R(α)), where R(α) is a first-order autoregressive correlation matrix with correlation parameter α. Each of the p columns is normalized to satisfy 2 -norm 1.
Three metrics are used to evaluate inferential performance for individual parameters from the signal set A and the non-signal set A c , separately. They include bias (Bias), coverage probability (CP), and asymptotic standard error (ASE):
where Eβ j is the expectation ofβ j , Var(β j ) is the asymptotic variance of β j , and CI j (η) denotes the confidence interval for β * j derived from Var(β j ) under the confidence level 1 − η, where η ∈ (0, 1). The above metrics are estimated by their sample counterparts over 200 simulation replicates.
The LASSO estimatorβ λ is calculated by the R package glmnet with tuning parameter λ selected by a 10-fold cross validation, where an estimate of the variance parameter σ 2 is given by
whereâ is the number of nonzero entries in the LASSO estimatorβ λ . It is shown in [22] that the above estimatorσ 2 in (6.1) is robust against changes in signal sparsity and strength.
For MOCE, we set τ a = τ a I and τ c = τ c I where τ a = 10 −8 √ log p/n and
, respectively. Such difference between τ a and τ c is set according to Theorem 5.1, reflecting the basic idea of MOCE on different tuning mechanisms with respect to signals and non-signals. The size of expanded modelÃ,ã, is determined by λ a = C min{1/ √â n, λ s }, where the constant C is between 4 and 12. The competing LDP estimator proposed by Zhang and Zhang [27] , denoted byβ LDP , is implemented by the R package hdi with the initial estimate obtained from the scaled LASSO.
6.2. Inference on individual parameters. We compare inferential performance between MOCE and LDP for 1-dimensional parameters. Consider the following scenarios: n = 200, p ∈ {200, 400, 600}, a = 3 and α ∈ {0, 0.3}. Table 2 reports sample counterparts of Bias, ASE, coverage probabilities for significance level 0.01 (CP99), 0.05 (CP95), and 0.10 (CP90) over 200 rounds of simulations. First, clearly the oracle model always exhibits the best performance among the three methods. In the oracle case, because the values of null signal parameters are known to be zero, their coverage probabilities are indeed always 1. For the comparison between the other two methods, Table 2 shows that the MOCE method outperforms LDP method with the coverage probabilities much closer to the nominal levels regardless of correlation α = 0 or α = 0.3. Such an improvement by the MOCE method is due to the fact that MOCE uses different lengths of confidence intervals to cover nonzero and zero parameters. It is noted that the MOCE method has larger variances for non-null signal parameters in A than those for null signal parameters in A c , confirming the theoretical result stated in Corollary 5.1. On the contrary, estimated variances for both signal and null signal parameters in the LDP method are very similar. According to van de Geer et al. [24] , the LDP method tends to optimize the global coverage of all parameters, making no differences between signals or null signals, subject to the aim of achieving the overall shortest confidence intervals for all parameters. Reflecting to this strategy of optimality, the LDP method typically produces standard errors for all parameters in the same order of magnitude, and consequently the resulting standard errors for signal parameters are often underestimated, whereas the standard errors for null signal parameters are overestimated.
Another difference between MOCE and LDP methods is computational efficiency. Table 3 reports the average computation time in one randomly selected replicate. It is evident that the MOCE method is several hundred times faster than the LDP method in all six scenarios considered in the simulation study. This is the numerical evidence confirming the theoretical Table 2 . Summary statistics of Bias, ASE and coverage probability for inference in individual parameters based on Oracle, MOCE and LDP over 200 rounds of simulations. computational complexity discussed in Section 4.3; the computational complexity for MOCE and LDP are O(n(p −ã) 2 ) and O(2np 2 ), respectively, for p fixed tuning parameters in the node-wise LASSO. In practice, the node-wise LASSO needs to be calculated along a solution path with varying tuning parameters, which, with no doubt, will dramatically increase LDP's computational cost. 3) . Under the same setting of the above simulation study, we consider a hypothesis H 0 : β 0,G = 0 vs H a : β 0,G = 0, where the size of G is set at 5, 50 and 100. We also consider varying different size of intersection G ∩ A. When |G ∩ A| = 0, the null hypothesis H 0 is true; otherwise the alternative hypothesis H a is the case.
Empirical type I errors and power are computed under the significance level 0.05 over 200 replications. Since the asymptotic distribution of the Wald statistic (5.3) is constructed under the assumption that g n → 0 as n → ∞, we expect that W 1 would work well for the low-dimensional case |G| = 5 when p is not too large but fails to control type I errors when either |G| or p is large. Table 4 summarizes both empirical type I errors and power of W 1 and W bs based on 200 replications, where |G ∩ A| = 0 and |G ∩ A| > 0 correspond to type I error and power, respectively. When |G| = 5 and p = 200, 400, the Wald statistic W 1 is able to reasonably control the type I error, and appears to have comparable power to W bs . When |G| = 50, 100 and p = 600, W 1 fails to control type I errors properly that are much lower than 0.05 level. This implies that W 1 is too conservative for simultaneous inference in high-dimensional setting. In contrast, the proposed statistic W bs has clearly demonstrated proper control of type I error and satisfactory power in all these cases. 7. Discussion. We developed a new method of contraction and expansion (MOCE) for simultaneous inference in the high-dimensional linear models. Different from the existing low dimensional projection (LDP) method, in MOCE we propose a step of model expansion with a proper expansion order, so that the model selection uncertainty due to the LASSO tuning parameter is well controlled and asymptotically ignorable in comparison to the sampling uncertainty. It is notoriously hard to quantify model selection uncertainty in the regularized estimation procedure with variable selection. The proposed step of model expansion overcomes this difficulty; instead of quantifying it analytically, our MOCE method controls and reduces it asymptotically in comparison to the level of sampling uncertainty. Thus, the MOCE method provides a realistic solution to valid simultaneous post-model selection inferences. We have thoroughly discussed the issue of determining the size of expanded model and established as a series of theorems to guarantee the validity of the MOCE method. We showed both analytically and numerically that the MOCE method gives better control of type I error and much faster computation than the existing LDP method. In addition, a new test W bs provides an appealing approach to a simultaneous test for a group of parameters, with a much better performance than the classical Wald test.
Another useful technique in the MOCE pertains to a ridge-type shrinkage, which is imposed not only to enjoy computational speed but also to incorporate different lengths of confidence intervals for signal and null signal parameters. It is worth noting that our MOCE method attempts to provide an adaptive construction of confidence interval to signal strength, instead of signal sparsity as proposed by [7] . The optimality studied in [7] might offer an opportunity to develop a desirable tuning procedure for the ridge τ -matrix, which is certainly an interesting future research direction. In this paper, we focus on the study of asymptotic orders of tuning parameters, where we propose a tuning parameter selection rate √ 2 log p/n for the selection of expanded model. In effect, as suggested in our theoretical work, asymptotical normality can be established at a rate of √ 2 log p/n 1+δ for any δ ≥ 0. Thus, we conjecture that √ 2 log p/n is the lower bound of the legitimate rate for a proper expanded model. In other words, a rate lower than √ 2 log p/n would hamper the model selection uncertainty from being asymptotically ignorable with respect to the sampling uncertainty. This is an important theoretical question worth further exploration. As suggested by one of the reviewers, it is also interesting to use the magnitude of κ j , j = 1, . . . , p in the KKT condition to determine an expanded model, which is worthy further exploration.
An interesting direction of research on MOCE is to understand its potential connection to elastic-net [30] . Because both MOCE and elastic-net perform a combined regularization via 1 -norm and 2 -norm, there might exist a certain connection between these two approaches; unveiling such relationship may points to a new direction of future research.
In summary, the new key contributions of MOCE that make the method useful in real-world applications include (i) confidence interval constructed by MOCE has different lengths for signal and null-signal parameters, and consequently MOCE can satisfactorily control type I error; and (ii) MOCE enjoys fast computation and scalability under less stringent regularity conditions. Note that MOCE only involves two additional tuning parameters τ a and τ c in a ridge-type regularization, while existing methods such as LDP, bootstrap sampling and sample splitting method all involve substantially computational costs.
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Appendices.
A.1. Proof of Lemma 3.1. 
